We report sub-arcsecond scale radio continuum observations of a field of 35 by 22 arcmin centred in NGC 3351 obtained with the Multi-Element Radio Linked Interferometer Network (MERLIN). We found 23 radio sources in this field, 6 of which are projected within the D 25 isophote of the galaxy, and 3 are located inside the central 100 arcsec in radius. Two of these three are significantly extended, while the third one is relatively compact. This one is the only source with a previously detected counterpart at other wavelengths and could constitute the radio counterpart of a young supernova remnant. The other two are probably related to jets from a background AGN. We are not able to detect individual supernovae or SNRs in the central region (r < 600 pc) of the galaxy. This could imply that the ionising populations of the circumnuclear star-forming regions (CNSFRs) are too young (less than a few Myr) to host supernovae. Also the diffusion length of the relativistic electrons in the ISM associated with the SN from previous events of star formation seems to be larger than our maximum resolution of 50 pc in radius. Detecting the thermal bremsstrahlung emission from the circumnuclear Hii regions probably requires deeper observations.
INTRODUCTION
The radio emission of a normal spiral galaxy consists of a thermal bremsstrahlung component, arising from inelastic Coulomb collisions between the free electrons and ions of the interstellar medium (ISM), and a synchrotron component emitted by relativistic cosmic-ray electrons from supernova remnants (SNRs) and active galactic nuclei (AGN) spiralling in the galactic magnetic field (see e.g. Condon 1992) . Starforming regions may host a large number of supernovae, and the Hii regions created by young massive stars can be detected as thermal sources (e.g. Kobulnicky & Johnson 1999 ; E-mail: guille.hagele@uam.es † Research Affiliate, IoA, University of Cambridge, UK ‡ Visiting astronomer at IoA Turner et al. 2000; Johnson et al. 2001 Johnson et al. , 2003 Johnson et al. , 2009 Cannon & Skillman 2004; Tsai et al. 2006 Tsai et al. , 2009 Rosa-González et al. 2007 ). In particular, the inner (∼ 1 kpc) parts of some spiral galaxies show higher star formation rates (SFRs) than usual, frequently arranged in a ring pattern around the nucleus. Circumnuclear star-forming regions (CNSFRs), also referred to as "hot-spots" (Sérsic & Pastoriza 1965 , are similar to luminous and large disk Hii regions, but they are more compact and show higher peak surface brightness (Kennicutt et al. 1989) . Their massive stars can dominate the observed ultraviolet (UV) emission even in the presence of AGN (González Delgado et al. 1998; Colina et al. 2002) , and the ionised gas can contribute up to 50 per cent to the total Hβ luminosity in some Seyfert 2 nuclei (Cid Fernandes et al. 2001 ). The Hα luminosities, typically higher than 10 39 erg s −1 , overlap with those of Hii galaxies (see e.g. Melnick et al. 1988; Díaz et al. 2000; Hoyos & Díaz 2006 , and references therein). Due to their location near the centre of the galaxy, CNSFRs display high metal abundance (see e.g. Díaz et al. 2007 , and references therein), which makes them ideal laboratories to investigate star formation in environments of large metallicity.
NGC 3351, also known as M95 and UGC5850, is a nearby (10.05 Mpc, 49 pc/arcsec, Graham et al. 1997 ) SBb(r)II early-type barred spiral galaxy (Sandage & Tammann 1987) in the Leo group. Its coordinates are α2000 = 10 h 43 m 57. s 7, δ2000 = +11
• 42 12. 7, and its major-and minor-axis diameters at the 25 magnitude isophote (D25) are 7.4 × 5.0 arcmin, with a position angle (PA) of 13
• (RC3 catalogue, de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991) . NGC 3351 has a star-forming circumnuclear ring, and has been classified as a "hot-spot" galaxy by Sérsic & Pastoriza (1967) . Early detailed studies of its nuclear regions by Alloin & Nieto (1982) showed that NGC 3351 harbours high-mass star formation along a ring of about 20 arcsec in diameter in its central zone. In fact, it can be considered a nuclear starburst galaxy, since the SFR per unit area is significantly higher in the nuclear region than in the disc (Devereux et al. 1992) . HST UV images show that the present star formation in the ring of NGC 3351 is arranged in complexes of diameters between 1.4 and 2.0 arcsec, made up of several highsurface brightness knots a few parsec in size embedded in a more diffuse component (Colina et al. 1997) . A circumnuclear SFR of 0.38 M yr −1 was inferred by Elmegreen et al. (1997) from near infrared (IR) photometry in the J and K bands, and a value of 0.24 M yr −1 was derived by Planesas et al. (1997) from the Hα emission. From CO observations, these authors estimated a mass of molecular gas of 3.5 × 10 8 M inside a circle of 1.4 kpc in diameter. According to Jogee et al. (2005) , NGC 3351 hosts 5.3 × 10 8 M of molecular hydrogen, with most of the emission coming from the inner ∼ 600 pc. Within this radius, a SFR of 0.5 M yr −1 can be estimated from the Brγ luminosity given by Puxley et al. (1990) , whereas the non-thermal component of the radio continuum emission favours a lower value of 0.3 M yr −1 (Jogee et al. 2005) . van de Ven & Chang (2009) estimated that the molecular mass inside the circumnuclear ring is about 5 × 10 7 M , and Leroy et al. (2009) found a welldefined molecular ring with a diameter of about 50 arcsec, located at the end of the stellar bar (with a semimajor axis of 47 arcsec; see e.g. Martin 1995) . These CO structures are compatible with the excesses observed by Regan et al. (2001) and Helfer et al. (2003) . A small CO bar perpendicular to the large-scale stellar bar was also observed by Devereux et al. (1992) and Helfer et al. (2003) .
NGC 3351 is part of the SINGS Legacy Science Program sample (Kennicutt et al. 2003) , and it has been included in a wide variety of statistical studies. The SINGS data set provides broadband imaging, as well as low-and high-resolution spectral maps in the IR. The integrated spectral energy distribution (SED) of NGC 3351 from 0.15 to 850 µm has been derived by Dale et al. (2007) by combining the Spitzer data with those from 2MASS and IRAS in the IR, GALEX in the UV, and other data in the optical, modelling the dust and stellar contributions. They concluded that most of the sample's spectral variations stem from two underlying components, one representative of a galaxy with a low IR-to-UV ratio and one representative of a galaxy with a high IR-to-UV ratio, as given by a principal component analysis of the sample. Draine et al. (2007) used the IRAC and MIPS observations to estimate the total dust mass (10 7.46 M ) and the fraction of the dust mass contributed by PAHs (3.2 per cent). They found that the dust properties of spiral galaxies resemble those in the local environment of the Milky Way, with similar dust-to-gas ratio and similar PAH abundance. Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2009) found that NGC 3351 shows significantly larger IR concentration indices than the remaining galaxies of the same morphological type of the SINGS sample.
We have studied the circumnuclear region of NGC 3351 in two previous works. In Díaz et al. (2007) , the physical conditions of the gas were determined for 7 CNSFRs. We developed a semi-empirical method for the derivation of chemical abundances in the high-metallicity regime, obtaining values consistent with solar within the errors and comparable to those found in high-metallicity disc Hii regions using direct measurements of electron temperatures. An analysis of the kinematics of the gas and stars in 5 CNSFRs and the nucleus of NGC 3351 is presented in Hägele et al. (2007) . We derived the dynamical masses (between 4.9 × 10 6 and 4.3 × 10 7 M ) for the stellar clusters in these regions, and found that the CNSFR complexes, with sizes of about 100 to 150 pc in diameter, are seen to be composed of several individual star clusters (with sizes between 1.7 and 4.9 pc on a HST image). The radial velocity curve shows deviation from circular motions for the ionised hydrogen, consistent with infall towards the central regions of the galaxy at a velocity of about 25 km s −1 (in agreement with Rubin et al. 1975; Dicaire et al. 2008) . These last authors also point out that the Hα velocity field is fairly regular outside the central bar, and Jogee et al. (2005) found that the velocity field of the molecular material in the inner 500 pc is generally dominated by circular motions, with some evidence of weaker non-circular streaming.
In this paper, we will look for radio-continuum signatures of massive star formation in NGC 3351, both in the nucleus (in particular, the CNSFRs) and the galaxy disk. Section 2 describes the observations and the data reduction. The spatial distribution of radio sources and their observed properties are discussed in Section 3, and Section 4 is devoted to the interpretation of these results in terms of star formation activity. Our main conclusions are briefly summarised in Section 5.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
We observed NGC 3351 at 1.42 GHz on 2008 Jan 26-28 using 6 antennas of the Multi-Element Radio Linked Interferometer Network (MERLIN). The Cambridge telescope has a diameter of 32 m and provides the longest baselines of up to 217 km; the other five antennas have effective diameters of 25 meters. The field centre was at right ascension 10 h 43 m 57. s 7000, declination +11
• 42 14. 000 (J2000). We used the point-like QSO B1023+131, at a separation of less than 5
• , as the phase reference source, with a duty cycle of about 6.5:1.5 min on the target and phase reference, respectively. The position used for B1023+131 (10 h 25 m 56. s 2854, +12
• 53 49. 024) was taken from Browne et al. (1998) . We Table 1 . Sources around NGC 3351 detected by MERLIN. The first column gives the adopted reference name for each source (in brackets the adopted names for the three closest sources to the centre of NGC 3351), the second column gives the FIRST counterpart name (within 1 arcsec of the MERLIN source in all cases) and the third column gives the radial offset of the MERLIN sources from the pointing centre. The remaining columns give the MERLIN source properties: positions, peak flux densities, integrated flux densities, and their corresponding errors. These measurements for R1, R2 and R3 were obtained by fitting a single component; see Table 2 used a 4 s integration time. After flagging bad data, the total, usable time on NGC 3351 was 15.4 hours, which is expected to give a noise level of σrms = 53 µJy beam −1 under good conditions. The point-like QSO OQ208 was used as a bandpass calibration source and to set the flux scale on all baselines. Its flux density was found to be 0.955 ± 0.008 Jy by comparison with 3C286 on the shorter baselines, where the latter is unresolved and has a flux density of 14.73 Jy at 1.42 GHz (Baars et al. 1977) .
We followed the standard MERLIN continuum data reduction procedure (MERLIN User Guide, Diamond et al. 2003 1 ), using the aips package 2 for calibration and imaging. We applied the flux scale, bandpass and time-variable phase and amplitude solutions from the reference sources to NGC 3351 and split out the data. We retained 15 1-MHz channels. This spectral resolution gives the most stringent restriction on the field of view, of about 10 percent smearing at 140 arcsec radius. We used separate facets of a few arcmin in all mappings in order to avoid distortions due to sky curvature and natural weighting, giving a beam size of 0.29 × 0.17 arcsec with a position angle of 23
• . We searched for confusing sources by making a grid of 1681 100-arcsec maps, without cleaning, over a 1-degree square field. We then re-imaged and cleaned all fields containing sources brighter than 2 mJy, using the clean components as a model for self-calibration of the whole dataset. We carried out further rounds of imaging and self-calibration, testing different strategies such as establishing that restricting 1 http://www.merlin.ac.uk/user guide/OnlineMUG/ 2 http://www.aips.nrao.edu/ self-calibration to the inner sources gave poorer results. We established that sidelobes fell to 5 percent of the peak at distances 0.5 arcmin from a source and identified all sources brighter than 1 mJy within the central 12 arcmin. Fainter sources should not produce sidelobes above the expected σrms in the central region. Table 1 gives the properties of the 23 radio-continuum sources at 1.42 GHz found by MERLIN within a 35 × 22 arcmin region around NGC 3351. The first column identifies the sources. The three objects that are closest to the centre (14, 15, and 16) will be referred to as R1, R2, and R3 in what follows. Fifteen of the MERLIN sources have a counterpart in the VLA FIRST (Very Large Array, Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-cm) survey catalogue (White et al. 1997 ) within 1 arcsec radius; names of the FIRST counterparts are quoted in column 2. Column 3 shows the radial offset from the MERLIN pointing centre, and columns 4 to 7 give the coordinates of each source and their corresponding errors. Peak surface brightness, integrated flux densities, and local noise levels σrms are listed in columns 8, 9, and 10, respectively. The distribution of the MERLIN sources is shown in Fig. 1 overplotted on an Hα image acquired with the Palomar 48-inch Schmidt telescope and obtained from the Digitized Sky Survey 3 (DSS) through the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database 4 (NED). We found six sources inside the D25 isophote whose intensity peaks are brighter than the local 6 σrms confidence limit of 310 − 340 µJy beam −1 , corresponding to a brightness temperature of ∼ 1000 K. Outside this ellipse (D25), the noise increases, reaching about 0.07-0.08 mJy beam −1 in the regions out to ∼15-20 arcmin radius which are affected by bandwidth and other smearing, making accurate deconvolution difficult. We visually examined each candidate source, rejecting those which seemed spurious. Artefacts did not exceed 6 σrms within the primary beam FWHM, except for clearly-recognisable sidelobes reaching 10 σrms within ∼ 1 arcmin of some of the brightest outlying sources In the outer part of the field, we retained fifteen sources exceeding 10 σrms (∼ 700 − 800 mJy beam −1 ) and two fainter sources (5 and 18) which are conspicuously isolated from any contaminating sidelobes. The distribution of radio sources close to the centre of NGC 3351 is shown with crosses in Figure 2 . This false colour image is made using two Spitzer images at 8.0 and 3.6 µm (red and green channels, respectively) and a continuum-subtracted Hα image (blue channel) from CTIO 4.0 m Mosaic2 (correction to the celestial coordinates of this image was provided by Douglas Swartz, private communication) .
RESULTS
MERLIN detected 15 (about 63 %) of the 24 sources listed in the FIRST survey catalogue within the field of view shown in Fig. 1 . The area of the MERLIN beam is 1% of the FIRST resolution of ∼ 5 arcsec, giving a brightness sensitivity for MERLIN > 1000 K compared with 20-30 K for FIRST. In addition, the shortest MERLIN baselines correspond to a maximum imageable angular scale of ≈ 2 arcsec. All the non-detected sources are fainter than 7 mJy per FIRST beam. On the other hand, we have discovered 8 new sources that were not previously catalogued in FIRST, due to our greater sensitivity to compact emission. The position errors quoted in Table 1 are the noise-based relative errors of the source peaks. Astrometric uncertainties also arise from the assumed positions of the phase reference source (∼ 3 mas) and the MERLIN antennas (∼ 10 mas), as well as from the phase reference-target separation (∼ 5 mas), giving a total astrometric uncertainty of about 12 mas. The sources at increasing distances from the centre, over a few arcmin, may suffer from additional errors in the peak position due to smearing.
The best images of the central region were achieved by using all sources identified in a 1-degree region for selfcalibration and subtracting the clean components for sources further than 2 arcmin from the centre. After all calibration and subtraction, we made a cleaned image of the region within 100 arcsec of the centre. Using natural weighting gave σrms = 57 µJy beam −1 . We tried giving the longer baselines lower weight (tapering) and used a restoring beam of 0.5 × 0.5 arcsec, giving σrms = 52 µJy. Although these levels are close to the predicted noise (allowing for the low declination of NGC 3351), even the best images contained ripples of magnitude ∼ 6 σrms due to the severe distortions introduced by bright sources at large offsets (which have peaks of up to a few Jy in FIRST) that could not be adequately subtracted or cleaned out.
Three sources, abbreviated by us as R1, R2 and R3, were found within the central 100 arcsec in radius (see Figures 2 and 3) . All of them are brighter than 1 mJy, and both R2 and R3 are significantly extended. R1 seems to be very compact, and MERLIN measured a higher flux density (4.1 mJy) than FIRST (1.9 mJy), suggesting not only that this source is smaller than the MERLIN beam, but also that it is compact enough to be highly variable, having approximately doubled in flux between the date of the FIRST survey and that of the MERLIN observations. The FITS header of the observations in the VLA archive shows that they were made in Dec 1999 and Jan 2000. That means that the size of R1 is constrained to be about 2.4 pc, corresponding to a light-travel diameter of 8 yr.
As can be appreciated in Figure 3 , these sources display several faint, yet observable, substructures. R1 displays a relatively compact main knot, and the other features are too faint to be sure they are real. R2 has an unresolved knot to the southwest, not necessarily compact, but its components are too faint and irregular, or too blended, to measure their extent reliably. R3 shows three fainter knots. Although the intensity peak (in mJy per beam) of the brightest one is almost equal to that of the main knot, its integrated flux is less than a half. Table 2 lists the coordinates, peak surface brightness, integrated flux densities, and sizes for each knot, compared to the analogous values given in the FIRST survey (White et al. 1997 ). There are a few other features extended along the beam angle, but they seem to be artefacts and thus we have not listed them in the table. All fluxes and sizes, as well as their corresponding errors, have been estimated from the 4, 6 and 8 σrms level contours. Sizes are given after deconvolution of the restoring beam, and their errors are smaller than 0.02 arcsec (5
• in position angle) for sources brighter than 1 mJy. For fainter sources, the errors increase to 0.05 arcsec and 20
• for sizes and position angles, respectively. The discrepancy between the two quoted position angles of R2 between the FIRST and MERLIN measurements (see middle panel of Figure 3 ) is partly due to the fact that the MERLIN PA is for the brighter peak only, whilst the FIRST PA is derived from a fit to the entire patch of emission. The position angle between the two MERLIN peaks is 136 deg, which agrees with the FIRST PA within the errors. FIRST does not give individual position angle errors. We have downloaded the image from the FIRST archive 5 and fitting R2 and R3 we have obtained an uncertainty of 14 and 18 deg, respectively.
R1 is the only source that has a clear counterpart at other wavelengths, from X-rays to radio. It has already been observed and identified as an X-ray point source using Chandra data (S11 in the catalogue of Swartz et al. 2006 ). Galex at near-and far-UV, as well as Spitzer-MIPS at 70 and 160 µm in the far-IR, do not show a clear counterpart due to their lower spatial resolution, leading to confusion and blending with nearby objects. Images of the region around R1 in different bands are shown in Figure 4 : X-rays from the Chandra Data Archive 6 , Hα and IR images from NED, HST-WFPC2 images from the Hubble Legacy Archive 7 (HLA) and the Multimission Archive at STScI 8 (MAST). The X-ray image has been built by combining the three ∼ 40 ks images available in the archive using the ciao 3.4 software (Fruscione et al. 2006) . For R2 and R3, we find no obvious counterpart at any wavelength (see Figure 5 ). In fact, they seem to be located in regions devoid of emission in other bands. There is no correlation between these MERLIN radio sources and other catalogues, such as the atlas of Hii regions by Hodge & Kennicutt (1983) or Bradley et al. (2006) . A general search in NED for entries around the positions of R2 and R3 also yielded negative results. They do not have satisfactory cross-identifications in SPECFIND (Vollmer et al. 2010) , although either or both could be associated with 611 and 4850 MHz sources observed at lower resolution. The high flux densities observed at 611 MHz hint at these sources having a non-thermal origin. We found no further sources brighter than ∼ 6 σrms in the central region. In particular, the two nuclear sources catalogued in FIRST are resolved out in the present data. At larger radii, MERLIN observed 3 additional sources above the 6 σrms limit that are projected inside the D25 isophote of Table 2 . Radio continuum parameters at 1.42 GHz from the extended sources. The first column gives the adopted reference name. From column 2 to 6 we list the peak position, the peak intensity, integrated flux density and sizes (major axis × minor axis, position angle) of the different knots of these sources. The last two columns give the values listed in the FIRST survey (White et al. 1997 NGC 3351. These sources (entries 10, 12, and 13 in Table 1 , located at 2-3 arcmin from the centre of the observed field) were not detected in the FIRST survey nor in the VLA observations reported in Paladino et al. (2006) .
DISCUSSION
Early-type spiral galaxies such as NGC 3351 provide an ideal laboratory to study the very different environments in which star formation may take place, from the peculiar conditions of the CNSFRs (e.g. Hägele et al. 2009 Hägele et al. , 2010 , and references therein) to the outskirts of the galaxy disk. Maps of radio-continuum emission can reveal the presence of SNRs and Hii regions through their synchrotron and thermal emission, respectively. These are closely related to the evolution of massive stars and are, therefore, excellent tracers of the recent star formation activity within the galaxy (see e.g. Muxlow et al. 1994) . Moreover, young massive star-forming regions have very characteristic signatures in the radio band, providing strong constraints on the age of the most recent starbursts (see e.g. Rosa-González et al. 2007).
We have divided the galaxy in several regions, corresponding to different star formation regimes: the centre, which we define as the central 600 pc (12 arcsec radius) features the highest densities and metallicities, Z ∼ Z .
The CNSFR complexes identified in Planesas et al. (1997) have been considered separately from the diffuse nuclear star formation. Finally, the galaxy disk (r > 600 pc, r > 12 arcsec) represents a more typical, low-density environment with low to moderate metallicities. The main properties (diameter, Hα luminosity, electron density and temperature, filling factor, thermal optical depth and flux density, star formation rate, total number of SNRs, expected number above our detection threshold, and total synchrotron flux density) of each region are summarised in Table 3 . The eight CNSFRs are listed in the same order as in Planesas et al. (1997) .
Diameters (D) of the CNSFR complexes are estimated from the HST F606W image, and Hα luminosities [L(Hα)] are taken from Planesas et al. (1997) , corrected for internal extinction using the colour excess [E(B-V)] estimated by Pérez-Olea (1996) and assuming the Galactic extinction law of Miller & Mathews (1972) with Rv = 3.2 (Hägele 2008) . For the rest of the nuclear region (excluding the CNSFRs), the star formation rate derived from the Brγ luminosity (Puxley et al. 1990 ) has been converted to an Hα luminosity by means of the empirical relation given by Rosa-González et al. (2002) . For the galactic disk, the SFR measured by Leroy et al. (2008) In all panels crosses show the locations of R2 and R3, diamonds represent the x-rays sources detected by Chandra with the nomenclature defined by Swartz et al. (2006) . In all the cases the orientation is north up, east to the left. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a colour version of this figure. ] Table 3 . Main properties of each region: diameter, Hα luminosity, electron density and temperature, filling factor, thermal optical depth and flux density, star formation rate, total number of SNRs, expected number above our detection threshold, and total synchrotron flux density. al. 2007 ). For the eighth region, values of 400 cm −3 and 5000 K have been assumed. The ambient ISM densities of the central diffuse region and the disk are 10 and 1 cm −3 , respectively, with a temperature of 10 4 K. The associated filling factors (f ) are given by expression (A5). As explained in Appendix A, the predicted optical depth (τ brems 1.42 GHz ) and flux density (S brems 1.42 GHz ) at 1.42 GHz arising from thermal bremsstrahlung take into account self-absorption, although the effect is found to be mild at this frequency.
Region
Star formation rates have been estimated from the Hα luminosity (Rosa-González et al. 2002) , and the expected number of SNRs (NSNR) has been computed according to equation (B4), assuming an ambient ISM density of 10 cm ) is given by expression (B10), and the total synchrotron emission from the whole population of unresolved supernovae (S synchr 1.42 GHz ) has been estimated from the empirical relation between the star formation rate and the 1.4 GHz luminosity density reported by Yun et al. (2001) .
As shown in the previous section, our analysis of the sub-arcsecond spatial resolution radio map of NGC 3351 shows the presence of 23 sources in the L-band. Three of them (R1, R2 and R3) are located within the central 100 arcsec in radius. They have clear counterparts in the FIRST survey (White et al. 1997 ) and the VLA data analysed by Paladino et al. (2006) , but only R1 seems to be visible at other wavelengths. It is unresolved by MERLIN, putting an upper limit of ∼ 10 pc on its size, but its variability (Section 3) suggests that it is < 3 pc. As shown in Figure 5 , neither R2 nor R3 display significant emission in X-ray, UV, optical, or IR images. These sources are significantly extended (see Figure 3) . They are separated by about half an arcmin and could possibly be associated with jets from a background AGN. FIRST contains about 7 sources deg −2 brighter than 20 mJy; the probability of finding one of them within a region of 100 arcsec radius chosen at random is only ∼ 2 per cent, but their observed fluxes and extents are difficult to reconcile with a stellar origin. Moreover, the chance of two unrelated sources of such high brightness occurring so close together is extremely low, favouring the background AGN scenario. Thus, the only radio point source above 0.3 mJy that may be related to star formation in NGC 3351 is R1.
In particular, we have not detected any point source in the nuclear region. The thermal emission predicted for each of the CNSFR complexes ranges from 0.03 to 0.36 mJy, slightly below our detection limit 9 . The estimated fluxes are fairly robust with respect to the adopted sizes. Smaller diameters, appropriate for the individual knots (see e.g. Hägele et al. 2007) , yield higher filling factors and optical depths, smaller areas, and, then, similar fluxes. On the other hand, a number of supernovae is expected to be present in these regions. The expected probability of finding a SNR brighter than 0.3 mJy in the circumnuclear ring is relatively high (∼ 50 per cent), and the synchrotron flux associated to the unresolved population within each CNSFR (last column of Table 3 ) would have been easily detected by MERLIN. Therefore, the observed lack of emission suggests that these systems are younger than the lifetimes of the most massive stars (see e.g. Rosa-González et al. 2007 ). This seems also to be the case in similar CNSFRs observed in other galaxies (e.g. Dors et al. 2008, in NGC 6951) .
Regarding the star formation activity in the rest of the central region, the predicted number of bright SNR is also ∼ 0.5, and the total synchrotron flux is estimated to be about 36 mJy. Indeed, VLA observations at a minimum resolution of 4.5 × 4.1 arcsec reveal a large central core, about 20 arcsec in size, featuring a double emission peak with maximum surface brightness about 10 10 mJy sr −1 (Paladino et al. 2006) , ∼ 0.05 mJy per MERLIN beam (close to the rms noise of our observations) if the emission was uniformly distributed. If star formation takes place in compact knots, similar in size to those in the CNSFRs, this emission ought to display conspicuous small-scale structure that should be detected by MERLIN. However, MERLIN is only sensitive to scales smaller than ∼ 2 arcsec, which is ∼ 100 pc at the distance of NGC 3351. Therefore, the relativistic electrons generated by the supernova explosions must have diffused over distances longer than our maximum resolution radius of ∼ 50 pc, and the true diffusion scale would thus be somewhere in between this value and the 300 pc (6 arcsec) where the radio-IR correlation is observed by Paladino et al. (2006) .
The total flux density at 1.42 GHz, integrated over the whole galaxy, is predicted to be ∼ 0.14 Jy. According to equation (B10), the expected number of radio sources above 0.3 mJy in the disk of NGC 3351 is of the order of one, consistent with the interpretation that R1 is a young SNR. However, an increase in flux of a factor of two between the FIRST observations and our data seems difficult to justify in this scenario. Two possible explanations would be that FIRST caught the supernova near the time of the explosion, where the radio continuum was still rising, and we are now observing a very young remnant, as suggested by its high luminosity. An alternative possibility would be that the radio flux has increased due to density variations in the ambient medium. Some Galactic nebulae, such as Cas A (Erickson & Perley 1975; Read 1977; Chevalier et al. 1978) and GK Per (Anupama & Kantharia 2005 ) also show anomalous increases in flux density, albeit at lower frequencies. Ideally SNRs could be identified based on the radio spectral index, and future observations will be sought based on the results of the current work.
SUMMARY
We present high spatial resolution radio continuum observations at 1.42 GHz acquired with the Multi-Element Radio Linked Interferometer Network (MERLIN) in and around NGC 3351. We found 23 radio sources in a field of 35 by 22 arcmin centred in this galaxy. 6 of them are projected within its D25 isophote, and 3 are located inside the central 100 arcsec in radius. Two of these three are significantly extended, and the other one is the only source with a previously detected counterpart at other wavelengths. Our results suggest that this radio source might correspond to a young supernova remnant, while the other two are probably related to jets from a background AGN.
We do not detect individual supernovae or SNRs in the central region of the galaxy. The CNSFRs are too young (less than a few Myr) to host supernovae, and the diffusion length of the relativistic electrons in the ISM seems to be larger than our maximum resolution of 50 pc. Detecting the thermal bremsstrahlung emission from the circumnuclear Hii regions requires deeper observations. e-MERLIN will allow NGC 3351 to be mapped at a sensitivity of σrms ∼ 10µJy beam −1 in a similar observation, thanks not only to the increased sensitivity provided by 0.5 MHz bandwidth around 1.5 GHz but also to the new correlator which will allow the entire primary beam to be imaged without distortion.
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APPENDIX A: THERMAL BREMSSTRAHLUNG FROM Hii REGIONS Thermal bremsstrahlung from Hii regions can be a potential signature of star formation in the radio band. The optical depth through an ionised hydrogen cloud can be approximated by (Mezger & Henderson 1967) τν ≈ 3.3 × 10 where the emission measure is defined as the integral along the line of sight
with ne and ni denoting electron and ion density, respectively. For a pure hydrogen, fully ionised plasma, ne = ni. Including helium would introduce a correction of the order of 10 per cent, and the contribution of heavier elements is negligible.
The overall extent of the CNSFRs in NGC 3351 is ∼ 100 pc, but most of the emission comes from a few compact knots of (1 − 5) pc radius. The characteristic electron density of the emitting gas is accurately measured by the ratio between the optical sulphur lines [Sii] λλ6717/6731Å, with typical values of ∼ 400 cm −3 (Díaz et al. 2007 ). The volume filling factor f of the (unresolved) knots can be derived from Hα luminosity of the entire region is the rate coefficient, and a cylindrical geometry with both diameter and depth D has been assumed for simplicity. The uncertainty associated with this assumption is high (e.g. the difference with respect to a perfect sphere of diameter D is a factor of 1.5), and it constitutes an important source of error in the following estimates. With this caveat in mind, the filling factor of the emitting gas is approximately given by the expression If there is a small number N of identical knots within the region, so that they do not overlap along the line of sight, the total emission measure would be EM = n 
whereas for large N , assuming that the knots are randomly distributed,
and
The two cases N = 1 and N → ∞ can be considered as reasonable upper and lower limits to the emission measure, respectively. The radio optical depth is thus bracketed by τν ≈ 3.3 × 10 
with 1/3 < η < 1. Taking the geometric average, η = 2/3, the relative error incurred in the optical depth is smaller than a factor f 1/3 . The radio-continuum surface brightness is given by the expression
where Bν ≈ between the radio continuum and Hα fluxes. In the general case, the radio-continuum flux density may be estimated by combining expressions (A5), (A10), and (A12).
APPENDIX B: SYNCHROTRON EMISSION FROM SUPERNOVA REMNANTS
Assuming that all stars more massive than MSN 8 M explode as core collapse (Type II) supernovae, the number of such events per unit time is determined by the SFRṀ * and the initial mass function (IMF) of the stellar population, νSN(t) = of the adiabatic expansion phase, where ESN denotes the energy input by the original supernova explosion, and n is the density of the ambient gas (Woltjer 1972) . The total number of SNR observable at a given time in the radio band would be NSNR(t) = 
